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clarity in form :
understanding

the new
typography

I am starting a typographic revolution, directed above all against the idiotic, sick-making conception
of the old fashioned Poetry Book, with its hand-made paper, its sixteenth-century style, decorated with
galleons, Minervas, Apollos, great initials, flourishes, and mythological vegetables, with clasps, mottoes,
and Roman numerals. The book must be a futuristic expression of our futuristic thought. 1

In his book of poems, Les Mots en Liberte Futuristes, Italian poet F. T. Marinetti publishes a manifesto, which I have quoted in part above. It is this manifesto from
1919 that Jan Tschichold cites as the first major instigator for the cross-over from
symbolic to functional typography and from which his ‘New Typography’ movement originates. In his 1928 book, Die Neue Typographie, Tschichold’s key thesis
is: ‘The essence of the New Typography is clarity.’ 2 Further, the New Typography
aims to take its form from its function; that is, developing its form out of the
text itself, an organic process resulting in unique work expressing the ideas held
within a specific text. It seems odd then that Typographische Gestaltung (1935)
has at least superficially, such distinctly different and retrograde stylistic and
philosophic views on the nature of typography and its place representing human society. The rigidity of Die Neue Typographie’s major orthographic changes
have been eased some in favor of more traditional punctuation, line breaks &c.,
as well as the return of roman and script font-faces. Some of the notes Tschichold added to the English language text (translated as Asymmetric Typography,
1967) convey similar messages. So, given this change, it seems fitting now to
discuss what the purpose of the New Typography really was, by looking into
its origins, considering its intent, and understanding why Tschichold eventually
strayed from his initial ideals.
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The Origins of the New Typography
The path to the New Typography, as Jan Tschichold outlines it, is a surprisingly simple and straightforward route. A half dozen major movements starting
around the turn of the previous century are cited as the major stepping stones:
these were, the Jugendstil and the Vienna Succession, Constructivism and Futurism, De Stijl and the Bauhaus. These movements provided most of the initial
foundation for the New Typography. Each, however, lacked widespread appeal
outside of a small group of self-referential though highly influential modern artists and designers. A quick visual survey of the work of these movements shows
that Tschichold was primarily setting out to broaden the appeal of the styles
that these avant garde artists were forming, not create a new one.
After seeing his first Bauhaus exhibition in 1923, featuring the work of modern typographers including El Lissitzky, Kurt Schwitterrs, Piet Zwarrt, and others, Tschichold was impressed and committed to their philosophies. It was not
so much this commitment which was significant, but instead, that Tschichold
showed how these modern ideas from the Bauhaus could improve the design
of ordinary printing.
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1) Poster by Herbert Bayer, 1926.
2) Une assemblee tumultueuse by Filippo Marinetti.
Fold out from Les mots en liberte futuristes, 1919.
3) Poster by Hendrikus Wijdeveld, 1929.
4) Four pages from Mayakovsky’s For the Voice.
Composition by El Lissizky, 1923.
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The Intent of The New Typography
The purpose of the New Typography was to embrace technological change
in the name of visual clarity and brevity. In Tschichold’s mind, it is a new
kind of man, the engineer, who will shape his age. He wants to extend the
methods of the engineer who design ‘without reference to the aesthetics
of the past,’ 3 to the typographer.
In Die Neue Typographie, Tschichold writes, ‘Asymmetry is the rhythmic
expression of functional design….The liveliness of asymmetry is also an
expression of our own movement and that of modern life.’ 4 More generally speaking, the typography he is outlining is to express the spirit life
and visual sensibilities of the day. The intent is to embrace technology, not
repulse it (as the English arts and crafts movement lead by William Morris
had done), in the name of creating pure and expressive forms with type.
More specifically,
The New Typography is distinguished from the old by the fact that its first objective is to develop its visible form out of the functions of the text. It is essential to
give pure and direct expression to the contents of whatever is printed; just as in the
works of technology and nature, “form” must be created out of function. Only then
can we achieve a typography which expresses the sprit of the modern man. 5

The more practical aim that Tschichold outlines for a typographer is this:
‘Each part of a text relates to every other part by a definite, logical relationship of emphasis and value, predetermined by content. It is up to the
typographer to express this relationship clearly and visibly.’ 6
To create a system of purely expressive type would appear to be no easy
task, and to create a proper philosophy to contain its beliefs and rationalize them harder still. Part of the answer comes from a simple rejection of
the old:
In the battle between the old and the new, it is not a question of creating a new
style for its own sake. But new needs and new contents create new forms which
look utterly unlike the old. And it is just as impossible to argue away these new
needs as it is to deny the need for a truly contemporary style of typography. 7
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Title page from Die Neue Typographie, by Jan Tschichold, 1928.
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That is to say, more specifically, that asymmetric type better explains
modern life than symmetrical type, because ‘it is a symbol of the changing forms of life in general when asymmetrical movement in typography
takes the place of symmetrical repose.’ 8 The same could be said in part
of using grotesque or san serif fonts in the place of their roman or serifed
counterparts, this too is a visual break with the past, a necessary attribute
of the movement. So while clarity is at least in part the intent of the New
Typography, so too is its intent to visually break with the past.
So how, visually and practically speaking, might a typographer create work
in the movement’s style? Before discussing specific cases and examples,
Die Neue Typographie’s section on the principals of the New Typography
writes generally,
Reading presupposes eye movement. The New Typography so designs text matter
that the eye is led from one word and one group for words to the next. So a logical
organization of the text is needed, through the use of different type-sizes, weights,
placing in relation to space, colour, etc. The real meaning of form is made clearer
by its opposite. We would not recognize day as day if night did not exist. The ways
we achieve contrast are endless: the simplest are large/small, light/dark, horizontal/vertical, square/round, smooth/rough, closed/open, coloured/plain; all offer
many possibilities of effective design. 9

While above all, Tschichold promotes typography as a means to convey
the ideas contained within a specific text, the basic building blocks to
achieve this unique end are not unique and it was through the artfulness
of the typographer that the desired end would be achieved.

Tschichold’s shift away from the New Typography:
After his polemic work of 1928, Jan Tschichold began to chart a path away
from the ideological views he had promoted so strongly in Die Neue Typographie. Even superficially, the design of Typographische Gestaltung is
notably different in its aesthetics, font-faces, sizing and layout. Gone is the
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1) Die Hose Poster for the Phoebus Palast by Jan Tschichold, 1927.
2) Draft poster by Jan Tschichold, 1932.
3) Title Page from Elemntare Typographie by Jan Tschichold, 1925.
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Title page from Typographische Gestaltung , by Jan Tschichold, 1935.
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rigidity of Die Neue Typographie’s gridded, cold appearance, replaced with
a more humanistic script and serified faces and natural layout. But what
prompted Tschichold’s retrograde?
In his 1967 English language translation of Typographische Gestaltung
(translated as Asymmetric Typography), his first footnote says,
The gentle reader is requested to bear in mind these were the author’s opinions in
1935. Today I do not entirely agree with the statements in this chapter, no matter
how effective they have been as a basis for the creation of a new style. The harsh
rejection of the previous style, however, is a condition for the creation of a different
one. 10

While it is true that his forceful push towards clarity of idea was a fundamentally good one, he came to the realization that some of the ideas he
dogmatically championed were, in fact, foolish. While it is true that a sanserif font can be used in every situation (and it was this neutrality for which
Tschichold lauded them), serifed fonts are easier to read in long texts, making them in some cases preferable. He even went so far as to say in The
Form of the Book, ‘A typeface is the most legible the less its basic form differs from what has been used for many generations…[T]he best typefaces
are either classical fonts themselves… or new typefaces not dramatically
different from classical patterns.’ 11 So, what then can we make of Die Neue
Typographie as a whole?
If we take Tschichold’s intent in Die Neue Typographie’s creation to be a call
for clarity and efficiency in typography, than anything to that end is beneficial. The realization that (for example) a serifed font is easier to read
at length than a san-serif font, it is a good thing, a move away from the
dogmatic towards the pragmatic. If we agree that essence of the New Typography is clarity where ‘each part of a text relates to every other part
by a definite, logical relationship of emphasis and value, predetermined
by content’ 12, and that it is the role of a typographer to clearly express
this relationship, then isn’t it finding this natural hierarchy which promotes
clarity of thought that matters most, not superficial cares of font-face or
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size? Any typographic hindrance ought to be avoided even if it existed for
some philosophic reason. The best books are in Tschichold’s mind those
which are effortless to read, those where the typographer leaves no tangible mark upon the written word.
So, while one could write off Die Neue Typographie as merely the dogmatic
writings of an inexperienced though passionate typographer, this would
be a mistake. While one may contend that much of what was written was
erroneous (as Tschichold himself later concluded), it was merely the superficial orthographic changes of Die Neue Typographie which he later
disavowed. Tschichold’s central message in Die Neue Typographie and Typographische Gestaltung remains consistent: it is the underlying job of the
typographer to strive for clarity, brevity and legibility, regardless of the stylistic choices of the day.
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1) Poster by Jan Tischichold, 1927.
2) Poster by Jan Tischichold, 1928.
Opposite Page: Poster by Jan
Tschichold, 1938.
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Notes:
1) Jan Tschichold, The New Typography, trans. Ruari McLean (Berkeley:
University of California Press, 2006), 53.
2) Ibid., 66.
3) Ibid., 11.
4) Ibid., 68.
5) Ibid., 66-67.
6) Ibid., 67.
7) Ibid., 13-14.
8) Ibid., 68.
9) Ibid., 70.
10) Jan Tschichold, Asymmetric Typography, trans. Rurai McLean (London: Farber & Farber, 1967), 20.
11) Jan Tschichold, The Form of the Book, trans. Hajo Hadeler (Vancouver: Hartley and Marks, 1991), 13.
12) Tschichold, The New Typography, 67.
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